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Overview

This is a research-design project looking for tools to rebuild the lost connection
between city dwellers and the cosmos through visual effects, spatial experience
and materials implemented in public spaces in a modern city. Disturbed by
high-rises and their neon lights at night, New York citizens tend to look around
instead of looking up. The sky has become unfamiliar to most people. Without
seeing the same vastness above us, people forgot how small we are compared
to the universe, as well as how much we resemble each other. This project
started with a wish that everyone could remember our commonalities, rather
than our differences, so that we can abandon bias towards any culture. The
question of this project is: How can the visual connection to the sky be rebuilt
in a diverse metropolitan city that interacts with buildings and streets through
public landscape?
We are not only linked materialistically – through financial transactions, social
medias and trading of goods. There is one more profound subject that all our
ancestors responded to: the sky. Before modern concrete cities were built,
humans looked up at the day sky and night constellations, and used the sky to
inform the layout of cities, the building of monuments and the organization of
civic activities according to certain celestial phenomena. People still participate
in traditions and festivals created for celestial phenomena today, but no longer
observe what changes above us. This link to the sky has not been recognized
as a common cultural element that could be utilized as a design language in
contemporary public landscape design. This project was seeking to rebuild
visual connections to the sky by learning spatial design techniques of ancient
sites. The final outcome was expected to develop new spatial strategies for
adding another layer of astronomical meaning to public space, which eventually
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would encourage diverse citizens to realize more of our cultural similarities,
and the share public spaces in more active ways.
To capture and amplify celestial phenomena and begin to reconnect people, this
project studied symbolisms and forms from ancient astronomical monuments
during the first phase. The cultural values of cardinal directions, winter solstice,
the equinox, and summer solstice were recognized in different cultures. The
second phase explored how New York City is related to the cosmos. The street
grid of Manhattan is roughly aligned with the summer solstice sunset, which
accidentally gives the city an opportunity to interact with the sky. Central Park
was selected as a site where design strategies could be developed due to
its geographical conditions and civic programs. The intended scale and form
of the final design was developed based on astronomical calculations of key
locations that were identified according to important celestial dates.

Site

Manhattan was the main study area for exploring the city and its celestial
alignments. The interesting advantage that Manhattan has is its street grid
roughly aligned with the direction of winter solstice sunrise and summer
solstice sunset, which frames a spectacular sunset between buildings, twice
every summer. This phenomenon is called “Manhattanhenge”, and it provides
further potential interaction that could be developed with the sun.
Civic attractions and high points in Central Park offer more potential spatial
connections, like ancient monuments connecting plazas on axes. The scale of
an astronomical installation is required to match orbits of determined planets,
and Central Park has sufficient land to develop further design forms.

The final design outcome was expected to train visitors’ senses of time and
orientation by observing shadow changes, the way that our ancestors used to
practice, so that visitors would be able to use their experience to sense time
without using electronic devices when they are back in the city.
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Phase 1 Investigation

Astronomical Meanings of Ancient Monuments
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Abstract

This phase started with a critique of the cultural value of contemporary public
parks mainly designed by white male landscape architects, who came from
similar backgrounds of life philosophy, social value and aesthetics. The diverse
composition of the public of New York City is in conflict with the monochrome
of designers, especially when designers’ personal uniqueness is overpromoted. A small number of voices have decided what the rest of citizens
are looking for. Based on this doubt that public parks are currently meeting
the emotional needs of a diverse public, this research is exploring if celestial
phenomena could be utilized as a universal cultural theme in public spaces to
inspire empathy. The main concept is to reconnect the relationship between
human beings and the sky during both daytime and nighttime. Varieties of
celestial alignments, cultural meanings, materials and spacial geometries of
ancient astronomical monuments were collected and compared during the
first phase. Precedent studies of ancient monuments will give references to
spatial design strategies of the next stage.
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Introduction

This phase focused on diversity in New York City, cultural limitations of public
parks and types of ancient astronomical monuments. Details are listed as
following:
1. New York City is incredibly diverse. The population is composed of many
different ethnicities. This phase is to map where they are and who they are.
2. Popular public parks in New York City are designed by white males. There
are particular cultural structures or strong personal aesthetics implemented
in those places. The locations of those parks are also limited to where white
populations live.
3. This phase proved that celestial phenomena, especially the solar solstice,
are common themes in most cultures all over the world.
4. Spatial strategies that were used in ancient sites are collected and compared
according to astronomical meaning, alignments, space geometries and
materials. Those characteristics have potential to being translated into a new
design language.

Methods

1. Precedent Studies
This project explored astronomical meanings of the ancient sites through
relative research reports, which include information on timing and positions of
natural lights, shadow and star paths. Information on how materials and spatial
strategies were used on ancient sites was collected as design references for
future design.
2. Site Observation
Initial understanding of the city street structure and public spaces were
obtained through on-site observations.
3. Mapping
The diversity of New York demographics was studied using this method.
The limitations of popular well-maintained public parks was revealed by the
comparison between park locations and where different ethnicities live in the
city.
4. Modeling
It helped this project read potential influence coming from the surrounding
urban context. The potential disturbance and opportunities of traffic volume
and visitor amount would all affect site decisions of the next phase.
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Phase 1 Diversities of New York City
New York City is composed of
different ethnicities, a city of culture
diversities. However, most of those
minorities tend to choose to live
around the city center, where the
majority of white population enjoy
most well-maintained and designed
public parks.
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Phase 1 Culture Empathy Limits of Public Landscape Designers

Question:
If public spaces are mostly embedded with designers’ personal values and aesthetics, how can we
expect every New York citizen fully interact, experience or celebrate in those parks? Is there any
place in New York city truly meant to embrace all diversities?
The definition of new urban wildness of the High Line is questionable because aesthetics of being
wild differentiate between cultures.
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Olmsted was so fascinated by English picturesque landscapes that he decided to bring it to his
own design. However, it was his personal preference without knowing opinions from the public.
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Phase 1 Reviews of Popular Public Park

Bryant Park still keeps obvious classical European design elements like fountain and handrail
decorations even Olin transformed it into an open civic place with varieties of programs.
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Michael Van Valkenburgh proposed the idea of combing intense civic program use and high-volume
planting as highly functional ecological landscapes based on his own experience, which stands for
his design philosophy more than other designers from different background.
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Research Question:
If the same worship of the universe rooted in most cultures expressed in public landscape will encourage New York citizens from different background realized the similarities that everyone shares?
Phase
1 Astronomical Monuments in Different Cultures
Most cultures all over the world show their worships towards winter and
summer solstice, when daytime is shortest or longest of the whole year. The
dramatic light change marked time change for ancient culture, as they used
monuments or structures for calculating time or celebration.

23.5°N

Tropic of Cancer

23.5°N

Equator
23.5°S
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Tropic of Capricorn

Even religions vary differently, they still represent some of humans’
commonalities. People always take light and heat as the source of life,
therefore solar worship is the most common theme that exists in different
forms of architecture, painting or city axis.

23.5°S
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Form, Alignments and Material
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Different cultures developed varieties of spatial design strategies to build
cities, monuments or landscapes. Geometrical ratios, repeating elements,
axes,pinhole tunnel, platform and stairs, or circle array, all design languages
that are still commonly used by designers today. This space and material
typology chart of ancient astronomical monuments provided a design toolbox
for later design phase of this project.

Acient Astronomical Monuments

N

Phase 1 Celestial Alignments, Form and
Material Studies of Ancient Monuments
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Stone Masonry

Wood Ladder

Engraved Kerbstones

bluestone
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Phase 1 Solar Solstice Celebration and Reconnection to Night Sky
One direction of Manhattan
street grids is almost aligned with
summer solstice sunrise/ winter
solstice sunset, when sun light is
perfectly framed by buildings and
attract people stop to watch. The
phenomena gives advantages for
developing celestial connection on
the site. How to build the alignment
of summer solstice sunset/ winter
solstice sunrise will need to be
defined in the next phase.
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Phase 1 Building Heights Change and Seasonal Shadow Change

Winter Solstice Shadow (Noontime)

Summer Solstice Shadow (Noontime)

Spring/ Fall Solstice Shadow (Noontime)
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Phase 1 Spatial Sequence of the 79th Street across Central Park

This part of the 79th Street across Central Park was meant to be for carriages when Olmsted
separated pedestrians circulation aways from other disturbance. Now it is occupied by main
traffic flows and very limited pedestrian sidewalks.
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Findings + Conclusions

It is expounded in the first part of this phase that public space designs in
this city are less diverse than the ethnic composition of its citizens. This is
shown through demographic mapping and design comparison of public parks.
The High Line, Central Park, Bryant Park and Brooklyn Bridge Park were
selected as four representatives of the public realm that are sculptured with
strong designers’ personal aesthetics or particular cultural elements. Those
four popular parks are mainly located in Manhattan or downtown Brooklyn,
where the population is largely white. Diversity of daily visitors to those parks
is not guaranteed. The dominance of white male designers in recent park
development suggests that the public realm would be more empathetic were
we to embrace the work of more diverse designers.
The next part of this phase was looking for one unifying language that can
speak regardless of the cultural position of the designer or the viewer/user,
so that public space can truly embrace everyone in New York City. Disturbed
by high-rises decorated with neon lights in the city, people tend to look
around instead of looking up. The sky has become unfamiliar to most people.
Without seeing the same vastness above us, people forgot how small we are
and how much we resemble each other. By reviewing early monuments, this
research made the conclusion that the awe of celestial phenomena could be
the common cultural theme for New York citizens.
Precedent studies of those ancient sites conclude alignments, symbolisms,
spatial forms, and materials that were implemented on different cultural
monuments. The way the sun impacts human beings through the rhythm of
our daily lives and the changing seasons has been recognized for millennia.
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Solar power played an important role in ancient civilization both spiritually
and functionally. Celebrations on the longest and shortest daytime of the year
became different festivals all over the world. Therefore, summer and winter
solstice will be the key phenomena for the next phase.
The interesting advantage that Manhattan has is that its street grid is roughly
aligned with the summer solstice sunset. The streets provide connection to the
city activities as well as multiple exposures to urban disturbance. The phase
started its initial investigation by looking at light and shadow conditions along
the 79th street, near the Hayden Planetarium and the Metropolitan Museum
of Art. These two significant buildings of human history and knowledge will
offer modern cultural meaning at the site, including information about ancient
monuments’ impact on people’s belief and celebrations.

Assessment

The first part critiqued the dominance of white males in landscape designs,
which usually lack the cultural diversity needed in New York City. However,
this topic was not fully discussed, and should be compared with other
existing designs that demonstrate the power of female and minority voices in
landscape architecture. But the intention of this research is mainly focused on
how contemporary landscape design should define cultural value for diverse
users in the public space of a metropolitan city. To find a unifying design
language that satisfies all citizens’ cultural empathy needs, this study settled
on the connection that human being have had with the sky over the course of
millennia.

moments, it should include other locations where people worship sunset, the
Northern Lights, cloud patterning, or other phenomenon. Is there a thesis
question about these moments? Where is the place for landscape architecture?

Since this research is trying to bridge the human and celestial scales, the project
would benefit from finding other contemporary precedents of public projects
that engage the celestial world or other phenomena that touch all humans in
universal ways. People universally seek out big views, the tops of mountains,
dramatic canyons, and other features that demonstrate the awesome power
of geologic scale. It is important to define the human relationship between our
bodies and scales much larger than ourselves. Case study suggestion: James
Turell’s Rodin Crater, Olmsted’s Long Meadow at Prospect Park, West-8’s Hills
at Governor’s Island, or Louis Kahn’s Roosevelt Memorial.
Manhattanhenge is an accident, not a design. It’s important to explore the
basis for the alignment of the Manhattan grid. When did people start to notice
the alignment between the grid and the sunset? Was it magnified by the
advent of the skyscraper, when New York streets became the deep canyons
that frame the sunset today? If this thesis is about accidental transcendental
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Phase 2 Responding
Strategies

30
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Abstract

The main objective of phase2 was to develop spatial strategies that respond
to the topographic conditions and materials of the chosen sites. The alignment
of the summer solstice sunset with the rigid street grid of Manhattan was
identified as the key celestial phenomenon due to its role as a popular
celebratory event that evokes active public attention and interaction. The goal
of this research has become reconnecting alignments that are interrupted by
Central Park because its vertical density and area. 72nd, 82th and 106th street
are three determined study street axes to develop further design, as the three
of them represent different land forms of Central Park.

Introduction

To understand view corridors towards summer solstice sunset are formed in
Manhattan, the research started with studying where and why people choose
to stop and watch while Manhattanhenge goes on. Considering the framing
effect of megalith that created Stonehenge, the summer solstice sunset in
Manhattan is a similar phenomenon that is framed, however, by high-rises
in the city. Wider streets of the grid provide open views while others block
the sun with street trees. This observation concluded that continuity of wider
streets that are interrupted by Central is one of the criteria for choosing a
study area. 72nd, 86th and 106th streets axes are three of those wider ones.
These three street axes represent a range of different spatial conditions and
surroundings that can be discussed with design solutions. The 72nd Street
Transverse is, along with several others, one of the the most popular park
attractions. The 86th street Transverse is a bridle path for parking with two
pedestrian bridges connecting Shuman Running Track at the reservoir. The
transition of 106th street through the park is a meandering path passing two
hills and one ravine.
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Methods

1. Site Observations
More detailed observations of how street scales of Manhattan frame the
sunset were made throughout phase2.
2. Mapping + Data Comparison
The current uses and visitor circulations of Central Park are the studied to find
possible visual connections to the city or walking axes.
3. Case Studies
Contemporary monument designs and previous astronomical structures
provided this project with references for the historical use of shadow and
light to record time. Astronomical instruments were made as naked-eye
observatories, functioning as watches and calendars.
5. Experimental Modeling
Studying models were made based upon knowledge learned from ancient
sites and contemporary monument designs. Each model represents one spatial
strategy that responds to use or topographical condition of its site.
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Yiyang Qian’s
Research Question: How to rebuild connections to the Manhattanhenge that now are interrupted by Central Park?
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Phase 2 Spatial Types of 72nd, 86th and 106th Axes
Quieter neighborhood surroundings and
woody condition.

Not easily accessible for visitors from
pedestrian bridges.

More open to the urban environment and civic
activities.
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Design Strategies: 72nd Street Axis
Strategies:
Linear structures are arrayed to function as frames. They are aligned with the same direction of
72nd street. Some structures are inserted to connect programs on this axis.

West Side

East Side

Material Change Section
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Path

Water

Vegetation

Attraction
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Design Strategies: 72nd Street Axis
Strategies:
Triangular sundials are used as another kind of framing elements here. They are arranged in
different spatial compositions to redefine spaces and circulations.

West Side
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East Side
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Design Strategies: 86th Street Axis
Strategies:
Dense vegetations and overpasses are visual obstacles on 86th street axis. Strong framing walls
could build long-distance visual connection on the axis.

West Side
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East Side
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Design Strategies: 106th Street Axis
Strategies:
106th street axis has the most dramatic topographic change. The height of Great Hill might be
able to create pinhole effect when summer solstice sunset. Continuous sundial elements should
be carried along with visitors’ path and key moments on the axis should be emphasized.

West Side

East Side

Material Change Section
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Design Strategies: 106th Street Axis
Strategies:
Geometric shapes relating to celestial activities could define new spatial quality and build view
corridors. Adding structures might also bring new walking experience of passing the ravine.

West Side
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East Side
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Findings + Conclusions

The first part of phase 2 mainly explored how Manhattan interacts with
celestial phenomena. Manhattanhenge is an event that occurs twice every year
because the east-west street grid of the city roughly aligns with the setting sun
of the summer solstice. The view of the setting sun framed by high-rises draws
thousands of people’s attention. The name “Manhattanhenge” is a reference
to Stonehenge, where the sunset is perfectly framed by the megalith. The
volume of vertical structure functioning as a frame is one of the key reasons
why the summer solstice sunset is spectacular. The other key factor influencing
people observing this phenomenon is street width. Narrow streets of 60 feet
width with street trees would block view corridors to the sun. Wider streets of
100 feet on the south side of Manhattan, which are 14th, 23rd, 34th, 42nd, and
57th Streets, can provide clear views. The rest of wider streets on the north
side, which are 72nd, 79th, 86th, 96th and 106th streets, are not recommended
for viewing, because the view is interrupted by the topography and dense
plantings in Central Park.
Studying the details of 72nd, 79th, 86th, 96th and 106th streets (all of
which run through Central Park), this research compared their current use
conditions and spatial typologies to determine a study area for developing
further design. 72nd, 86th and 106th streets are selected, because each of
them represents functions and forms in Central Park. 72nd street is the most
civic axis, connecting several popular attractions including Strawberry Fields,
Cherry Hill Fountain and Bethesda Terrace. The meandering path of the 72nd
St. transition in the park is well paved with clear two-direction biking lanes and
one driving lane. The 86th street transition in Central Park is a gravel bridle
path occupied by parking, with Bridge No. 24 and Bridge No. 27 linking the
running track next the Reservoir. 106th street has the most dramatic elevation
change, and it is surrounded by quieter neighborhoods. The transition part in
50

Central Park is a ravine sitting between two mounds.
Sufficient understandings of spatial typologies and materials of targeted
streets prepared this research for developing design strategies. General
strategies for the three street axes are:
•
Build view corridors of Manhattanhenge without disturbing current
meandering pedestrian paths of Central Park.
•
Each view corridor should be aligned with each street, framing the
sunset.
•
The structure of the frames should be repeated to create a continual
mental connection to the phenomenon. And it would be amplified when it
meets each alignment.
Some specific strategies responding to the different conditions of each axis:
72nd:
•
Build new spatial connection between each attraction along with the
path by implementing framing structures.
•
Redefine edges of each gathering moment along with the view corridor
•
Use same design language of the frames to guide the main pedestrian
flow to encounter the view corridor axis.
86th:
•
Define moments on the bridal path that align with the view corridor,
with strong structures due to their long distance.
•
Create interactions where Bridge No. 24 and Bridge No. 27. meet the
view corridor
106th:
•
Use the hill to create pinhole effect
•
Provide viewing platform at the top of Northern Woods by adding a
framing structure and removing trees.

Assessment

Phase 2 has reached a more site-specific understanding of Manhattan and
its relationship with celestial phenomena. By identifying the significance of
the summer solstice sunset for the city, this phase was able to find spatial
connections that would potentially bring more public participation and social
attention to the cultural value and astronomical meaning of the summer
solstice sunset.
The model studies of targeted street axes showed basic intended alignments
and some space divisions; however, they have not explored opportunities for
making rich spatial sequences. Alignments are important for future design, but
they should not be the most important factor. The next step of model studies
should also consider vertical space changes.
This phase put emphasis on one celestial phenomenon so that design
strategies could respond to the physical structure of Manhattan. But it is not
the only subject that this research started to take on. It is crucial to discern
the uniqueness of Manhattanhenge as well as to not abandon the value of
associating with other cultural celestial phenomena. The next phase should
develop more detailed spacial designs based on studies of alignments, space
typologies and materials from this phase, when also uniting the whole form
with other astronomical interactions.
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Phase 3 Installation

An Interactive Land Calendar

52
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Abstract

The design phase was determined to build a yearlong narrative of time change
instead of celebrating one phenomenal day. Therefore, the north - south axis
was crucial for forming spaces, because positions of the noon sun always
follow this direction. Gnomons in triangular shapes and linear sticks were
used as the main sundial forms of time recording in the design. To involve the
Manhattan street grid in the space, gnomons were arranged in a grid of the
same dimensions of street width and average building heights. Astronomical
ratio of space division was implemented to meet other key celestial dates,
inspired by ancient monuments. The top of Great Hill was the peak and the
ending of this narrative, where the summer solstice sunset will be framed by
two giant triangular sundials and where visitors enjoy an overlook view of
Manhattan streets.

Introduction

Space-making was the main focus of this phase. The installation was designed
as a naked-eye observatory for visitors interacting with shadows cast by
structures as well as shadows cast by themselves. Location-specific astronomical
calculations of sun positions needed to be made to determine the scale of
each instrument piece, that relatively responds to summer solstice, spring/
fall equinox and winter solstice. Complete understandings of daytime length,
light volume and shadow directions helped to define parameters for building
the basic boundary and main orientations. The spacial relationship between
the installation and Central Park has also decided where key moments were
located.

Methods

1. Precedent Studies
Contemporary land artists like Charles Ross, Robert Smithson, Walter De Maria
and others gave this design phase inspirations of forms and scales.
2. Astronomical Calculations
Precise calculations were made to determine dimensions of the whole
installation structure and each astronomical instrument piece.
3. Section Study
The narrative of this installation happened along with a north-south axis.
Section drawings helped the design phase to build a continuous and complete
narrative regarding phenomena and experience.
4. Modeling
Small-scale study models were made before assembling the whole installation
to define key moments and understand space sequences. A final full-site model
was built to test the final form and shadow phenomena.
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Phase 3 Concept Plan of the Axis, Gnomon Grid and Sunlight Change
Three locations on the north-south
axis are selected as key moments of
winter solstice, spring/fall equinox
and summer solstice. Great Hill has
the highest point of Manhattan; The
Time Field has an open field exposed
to the most light volume; Light
Room is the entrance of the
whole narrative, where visitors are
introduced to the installation from
the Reservoir.

The central gnomon grids of the Time
Field is arranged with a ration 3: 4: 5,
at which the diagonal line indicates
the direction of summer solstice
sunset, same us the angle of street
grid in Manhattan.

All astronomical calculations are
based on local latitude 40.7829N and
longitude 73.9654W.
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This is an analemmatic sundial that carved on the ground before visitors enter the Time Field.
The month scale in the middle indicates where users should stand and speculate time according
to their own shadows. The astronomical instrument intend to reset visitors’ sense of time and
their shadow directions before they encounter the gnomon grid in the scale of Manhattan
streets.

The shadow length of gnomon stick as a sundial will change as the sun moves. It
is the basic design principle of deciding locations and dimensions of gnomons in
the installation. Several series of gonmon sticks are positioned in triangular shape
to point at where the sun is at noon when summer solstice, spring/fall equinox and
winter solstice.
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Phase 3 Gnomon Grid Telling Time through Shadow Directions
Visitors would be able to tell time
in the gomon grid after they reset
their sense of time and shadow at the
analemmatic sundial sculpture.

Summer Solstice

Spring / Fall Equinox

Winter Solstice

Sunrise

Noon

Sunset
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Phase 3 A Whole Year Narrative of Light and Shadow Seasonal Sequence
Several astronomical instruments are placed at key locations to build a narrative of light and
shadow changes over one year. The Time Field tells the main story of orientation and time, when
the top of Great Hill will reached the peak of this narrative on the day of summer solstice sunset.
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Phase 3 Time Field on Main Axis and Summer Solstice Sunset on Great Hill
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Phase 3 Gnomon Grid and Shadow Projections on Winter Solstice Day

Winter Solstice, December 21st
7:00 a.m.
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Winter Solstice, December 21st
10:00 a.m.
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Phase 3 Gnomon Grid and Shadow Projections on Winter Solstice Day

Winter Solstice, December 21st
12:00 p.m.
66

Winter Solstice, December 21st
05:00 p.m.
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Phase 3 Space Study Models
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Phase 3 Space Study Models
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Phase 3 The Time Field and Great Hill Henge
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Phase 3 The Time Field
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Findings + Conclusions

The central part of this installation, Time Field eventually is presented in a
grid form of gnomon sticks, which intends to train people’s sense of shadow
by repeating patterns. Dimensions of this grid match the street scale of
Manhattan, interacting with sun positions at the same time. The balance of
implementing human scale, city scale and celestial scale in one installation
bounded in Central Park was challenging during the design process. To
approach the expected outcome of an interactive experience of three scales,
this projects tested spaces with multiple calculations and experimental models
so that other design elements could be decided.
Functioning as a naked-eye observatory, the time field uses a series of walls
to amplify shadow phenomena so that people’s attention would be captured.
Shadows casted by gnomon sticks are projected on walls, creating moving
patterns through daytime changes and seasonal changes. Every day at
noon, those walls will not be projected with shadows until they meet certain
time periods between equinox and solstices. Considered within the whole
installation, those walls function as gates, spatially dividing the whole narrative
into seasonal chapters that guide visitors moving forward to the true North.
In the same way that the plot of a story moves in a literal narrative, the visiting
sequences of this design carry visitors through a spatial narrative, reaching
peaks at several points. If the Time Field tells the main story of light, shadow
and time of daily life, the top of Great Hill plays as the spectacular ending with
the summer solstice sunset, extending Manhattanhenge into Central Park.
The central lawn at the hilltop provides a high point of overlook and pleasing
space for crowd gathering. The rest of this installation is formed with the same
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design language, combining linear sticks and triangular sundials that indicate
sun positions at noon on solstice or equinox dates. Dimensions of those pieces
vary according to different altitudes of the noon sun.

Assessment

1. The subject of this design required sufficient astronomical knowledge. Land
artists who are dedicated to celestial phenomena usually spent their lifetimes
exploring their topics. Considering there were only ten weeks of research and
design in total, this project is still limited by lack of experience and understanding
of light. This project only explored directions and lengths of shadows during
the day, however, light also changes with color and temperature, which also
contributes to human senses of time or seasonal changes.
2. The installation is more of an individual piece inserted in Central Park. It could
be more site-specific by including park circulations in design strategies. Central
Park has interesting topography conditions and programs, giving another
activity identity of this installation rather than being only an astronomical
instrument. The design should think about what the programs are of each part
of this installation.
3. Diagrams are not clear enough to illustrate how the narrative was built. More
small sections of detailed moments could explain how decisions of locations,
scales and dimensions were made.
4. The project explored spatial typologies and material uses of ancient
astronomical monuments. However, the design phase has not defined what
material gnomons are made of. They were simply rendered in concrete in
perspectives without explanation. Different materials might bring more
phenomena that provides information about time changes. Therefore,
materiality should be considered as the next step of this design.
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Overall Assessment
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Final Conclusions

The project looked for universal cultural elements that could be used for
designing public parks in a modern city composed of a diverse population. The
recognition of celestial phenomena was provoking and became the main theme
of further research and design. People now use more architecture forms like
planetariums or museums to observe planets and stars, instead of observing
what phenomena they bring to us in daily life. Compared to contemporary
architecture design, ancient astronomical monuments were actually exposed
to the outdoor world more often, interacting light, shadow, wind, water or
other natural forces like landscape architecture works. Design strategies
of those monuments are sill applicable for making landscape designs. It is
culturally worthwhile to bring ancient techniques back to design spaces and
organized activities.
It was exciting to discover the street grid of Manhattan accidentally aligns
with the summer solstice sunset. This astronomical relationship to the sky was
not made intentionally; however, it could be intentionally utilized by designers
to create new conversations between the city, its people and the sky. New
York citizens think of upper Manhattan as north for convenience, but it is
geographically rotated 29 degrees from the north-south axis. It is important to
reorient citizens’ senses of where true north is, because the position of the sun
at noon, when it reaches the highest point of each day, only moves along the
north-south axis. Astronomical instruments always follow cardinal directions.
The angle of the Manhattan street grid and the north-south axis were key
directions the installation relied on.
With the main orientations decided, the design phase then developed scales
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for the whole piece and each individual piece based on both Manhattan street
dimensions and sun positions. Precise astronomical calculations guaranteed
that shadow effects would perform at determined locations and at certain
times. It is a land calendar of important celestial dates and also a daily time
recording instrument. A narrative of light and shadow starts from the edge of
the Reservoir and reaches the peak ending at the Great Hilltop on the north
side of Central Park.

Final Assessment

The project has involved topics ranging from cultural diversity and social
resource equity in public spaces to celestial phenomena and land art. It tries
to solve the problem illustrated in the first phase, which talked about the
importance of bringing back interactions between humans and the sky so that
diverse citizens could have more cultural resonance. However, the argument
still lacks evidence that could prove how celestial phenomena influence
people’s values and emotions today. It is still open for discussion whether
people’s knowledge of the cosmos has changed their attitudes toward the sky.
Therefore, if people have changed their attitudes, will it affect how designers
make decisions during analysis and space making?

Even though the installation is located in Central Park and calculated according
to its topographical conditions, its general strategies did not closely interact
with current uses and circulations of Central Park. This begs the question:
Does this installation need to be in Central Park? The process of how was
this installation formed did involve the Manhattan street grid, but it did not
become a part of Central Park.
This project clearly has potential to keep developing in the future. The material
use should be considered in the next phase.

The main theme of using celestial phenomena requires that the designer be
equipped with deep understandings of astronomical knowledge, light physics
and cultural values of landscapes. The ten weeks of research and design in
total gave this project a good start to experiment, yet did not allow the design
phase to go further. The installation originally was expected to interact with
more celestial phenomena such as Moon phases and Venus phases, which are
also used as calendars in some cultures. The possibility of involving multiple
calendar instruments will add more time narratives to this installation.
The use of light and shadow is monochromatic. Light has many characteristics
of length, color and temperature. Humans are able to detect those changes
without delicate devices, so it is a good tool for landscape designers when
those natural forces can be articulated in outdoor space. This project has
not been able to fully manipulate sunlight to create more changing spatial
sequences.
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